
Hedera Innovations:Open-Source software and embedded system design services

The complete solution:
Hedera Innovations provides you with Open-
Source software development and hardware
design services in awide range of applications
including networking, telecommunications,
mobile devices andmanufacturingmachinery.

Our specialist services allow you to
differentiate, increase functionality and
reduce cost in your project with cutting-edge
Open-Source software components and a
custom embedded system design service.



Our Open-Source software services include:
�Open-Source software component selection and
partitioning

� Linux Kernel device drivers development

� Kernel performance optimisation

� Platform and root file system customisation

�Open-Source development tools

� Real-time Linux kernel

�Cryptographic services (IPsec/Strongswan,PKI/X.509,
smartcards,openssl, EAP)

�Android platform porting

�Verification and validation platforms

�Open-Source license due diligence

The problem: Airvana is already engagedwith Linux
based software stack and Open-Source software
tools to develop cutting edge indoor cellular solutions.
The performance requirements for such a product are
quite high and CPU processing budgets quite tight.
A problematic Linux device driver, or some interrupt
response latencies, as well as misjudged power
management state,may be a real killer for delivering
system performance objectives.

The solution: Hedera employed the latests function
tracing and profiling tools in the Linux kernel to
locate CPU processing ‘hot-spots’ – functions where
the system executes them excessively.The Linux
kernel embedded tracing revealed that the CPU core
was getting to low-power mode much too often
than required,which had significant impact in
system performance.The analysis also revealed
various issues in Linux network device drivers that
needed addressing.

The benefits: The major performance problems
were identified in the latest Linux kernel and fixed
and better visibility of overall system behaviour was
also achieved. Airvana quickly moved to the newest
Linux kernel releases taking advantage of all the
new kernel features and bug fixes and also having a
demonstrable product with much better
performance in the new kernel.

CASE STU DY

Hardware design services:
We have a wide spectrum of technical expertise,
enabling you to engage us in all or any of the steps in
your product development work, including:

� Feasibility analysis

� Requirements specification

�Hardware design

� FPGA and ASIC design

� Prototype manufacture

�Ongoing support

We have engaged Hedera's services on a
number of occasions over the last two years

to support the development of successive generations
of our UMTS Femtocell platform.They have real
expertise in the use of Linux in embedded systems,
including development of device drivers and
optimisation of kernel performance. In particular,
their integration of the oprofile tools gave us an
excellent view of processor utilisation. I can
recommend Hedera Innovation’s embedded Linux
services, and I look forward
to working with them again.

Floyd Lazare,
Director of Firmware and Software, AIrvana Ltd, October 2010



Quicker to market
Hedera Innovations specialises in developing solutions
for you with Open-Source software and custom
hardware using the cutting edge Open-Source
software components and well proven hardware
architectures that enable fast Open-Source software
component integration, therefore accelerating the
time tomarket. As an independent design house,we
are able to provide you with a selection of the best
technologies, based on your key requirements such as
product features, power management, user interface,
and evaluate the trade-offs between different
components throughout the product life-cycle.

We can also accelerate your product design with our
hardware design services, from initial concept and
definition to the design and development of a fully
tested unit ready for volumemanufacturing,we can
reduce your development risk & cost and time-to-
market. By using our product development services,
you can focus your resources and expertise on
developing the 'value added' or unique parts of your
product or application.

Benefits:
� Long-standing experience with Linux kernel and
embedded systems

� Range of available platforms to choose from
(Android,WebOS, LinuxRT)

� Support with software updates and security fixes

� Publish any changes of your Open-Source code back
to the communities

� Enable Open-Source components reuse for a range
of platforms

�Assist creating new Open-Source projects

Next generation Linux trace toolkit.

The problem: The client started a new platform and
had Linux kernel as
the chosen
operating system,
acknowledging the
benefits of having
an Open-Source
software platform
running on their
hardware. However,

their hardware needed a special set of Linux device
drivers and some optimisation in Linux kernel but
the company did not have enough in-house
resources with the required skills to address these
issues.

The solution:Hedera Innovations engaged with the
client’s silicon partner of their platform and ported
across the silicon vendor’s Linux BSPs on customer's
hardware. Hedera configured the Linux kernel and
removed unnecessary code from the system,
reducing memory footprint and increasing
performance. Also, a further level of optimisation
was required with the boot-loader being compressed
to minimal in order to increase reliability in NAND
device.

The benefits: The Linux kernel device drivers for the
client’s product were in place and an optimised
Linux kernel with good system performance within
their memory budget was delivered on time.
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It was a pleasure to work with Hedera
Innovations on the iMX51. Hedera ’s capability

and knowledge on modifying bootloaders such as
u-boot and redboot, Linux,working with NAND is
second to none. There was no task I can remember
that the company couldn’t tackle. Hedera
Innovations is by far one of the most capable
organisations I have ever worked with in my 10+
years as being a Field
Application Engineer.

Gerry Vahe,
32 Bit Arm Software and Tools FAE, Freescale Semiconductor.



Hedera Innovations’ expertise with Android
Although created for smart
phones, Android offers a powerful
platform for device manufacturers
to develop for a wide range of
products including mobile phones,

eBooks, navigation devices, tablets, home automation
controllers, set-top-boxes,medical or industrial
devices, etc.

All of these products require a need to change the
user interface to offer customers a differentiated, rich
& intuitive user interface and the need to deliver
product quickly – but still with quality,market-specific
software.Hedera Innovations helps customers acheive
both of these.

Hedera Innovations can offer you both tools and
services for this proven platform, ensuring you can
quickly deliver robust and differentiated products in
your chosen market.

Why Android?
The Android platform has proved to be highly
successful, especially on mobile devices. However,
Android is an open platform and uses standard APIs.
Android architecture is not just suitable for mobile
devices but for any embedded device that has a
display and a touch screen, or a mouse. It is suitable
for any consumer device, including set-top boxes,TVs,
home automation, car navigation system, and
multimedia systems.

� Small memory footprint (<10MBytes, if web-kit is
not required)

� Proven user interface

�Cross-platform development tools (Linux,Mac,Win-
x86)

� Rebuilt with basic system utilities and applications,
accelerating your time to market

� Fast and flexible new Java architecture

�Application installation manager

� Thousands of developers and applications

�Usage of SQLite for structured data storage

�Vast multimedia support (MPEG4, H.264, MP3, AAC,
AMR, JPG, PNG, GIF)

� Software communication stack to work with
Bluetooth, EDGE, 3G andWiFi

� Full Open-Source software platform
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Android platform system stack.

Hedera Innovation’s clients include:


